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éƨƉʯɼɼƨȳʚ ȳƨʯɼɄȳ

Recurrent Neurons
Up to now we have mostly looked at feedforward neural networks, where the activa!
tions flow only in one direction, from the input layer to the output layer (except for a
few networks in Appendix E). A recurrent neural network looks very much like a
feedforward neural network, except it also has connections pointing backward. Let’s
look at the simplest possible RNN, composed of just one neuron receiving inputs,
producing an output, and sending that output back to itself, as shown in Figure 14-1
(left). At each time step t (also called a frame), this recurrent neuron receives the inputs
x(t) as well as its own output from the previous time step, y(t–1). We can represent this
tiny network against the time axis, as shown in Figure 14-1 (right). This is called
unrolling the network through time.

Figure 14-1. A recurrent neuron (le!), unrolled through time (right)

You can easily create a layer of recurrent neurons. At each time step t, every neuron
receives both the input vector x(t) and the output vector from the previous time step
y(t–1), as shown in Figure 14-2. Note that both the inputs and outputs are vectors now
(when there was just a single neuron, the output was a scalar).

Figure 14-2. A layer of recurrent neurons (le!), unrolled through time (right)

Each recurrent neuron has two sets of weights: one for the inputs x(t) and the other for
the outputs of the previous time step, y(t–1). Let’s call these weight vectors wx and wy.
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¡ƨȭɄɼ˦ Ɖƨțțʌ ŗȳƕ ǶȳɱʯʚࣩɄʯʚɱʯʚ ʌƨɸʯƨȳƉƨʌ

Notice that Y(t) is a function of X(t) and Y(t–1), which is a function of X(t–1) and Y(t–2),
which is a function of X(t–2) and Y(t–3), and so on. This makes Y(t) a function of all the
inputs since time t = 0 (that is, X(0), X(1), …, X(t)). At the first time step, t = 0, there are
no previous outputs, so they are typically assumed to be all zeros.

Memory Cells
Since the output of a recurrent neuron at time step t is a function of all the inputs
from previous time steps, you could say it has a form of memory. A part of a neural
network that preserves some state across time steps is called a memory cell (or simply
a cell). A single recurrent neuron, or a layer of recurrent neurons, is a very basic cell,
but later in this chapter we will look at some more complex and powerful types of
cells.

In general a cell’s state at time step t, denoted h(t) (the “h” stands for “hidden”), is a
function of some inputs at that time step and its state at the previous time step: h(t) =
f(h(t–1), x(t)). Its output at time step t, denoted y(t), is also a function of the previous
state and the current inputs. In the case of the basic cells we have discussed so far, the
output is simply equal to the state, but in more complex cells this is not always the
case, as shown in Figure 14-3.

Figure 14-3. A cell’s hidden state and its output may be di"erent

Input and Output Sequences
An RNN can simultaneously take a sequence of inputs and produce a sequence of
outputs (see Figure 14-4, top-left network). For example, this type of network is use!
ful for predicting time series such as stock prices: you feed it the prices over the last N
days, and it must output the prices shifted by one day into the future (i.e., from N – 1
days ago to tomorrow).

Alternatively, you could feed the network a sequence of inputs, and ignore all outputs
except for the last one (see the top-right network). In other words, this is a sequence-
to-vector network. For example, you could feed the network a sequence of words cor!

382 | Chapter 14: Recurrent Neural Networks
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responding to a movie review, and the network would output a sentiment score (e.g.,
from –1 [hate] to +1 [love]).

Conversely, you could feed the network a single input at the first time step (and zeros
for all other time steps), and let it output a sequence (see the bottom-left network).
This is a vector-to-sequence network. For example, the input could be an image, and
the output could be a caption for that image.

Lastly, you could have a sequence-to-vector network, called an encoder, followed by a
vector-to-sequence network, called a decoder (see the bottom-right network). For
example, this can be used for translating a sentence from one language to another.
You would feed the network a sentence in one language, the encoder would convert
this sentence into a single vector representation, and then the decoder would decode
this vector into a sentence in another language. This two-step model, called an
Encoder–Decoder, works much better than trying to translate on the fly with a single
sequence-to-sequence RNN (like the one represented on the top left), since the last
words of a sentence can affect the first words of the translation, so you need to wait
until you have heard the whole sentence before translating it.

Figure 14-4. Seq to seq (top le!), seq to vector (top right), vector to seq (bottom le!),
delayed seq to seq (bottom right)

Sounds promising, so let’s start coding!

Recurrent Neurons | 383
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10 “Sequence to Sequence learning with Neural Networks,” I. Sutskever et al. (2014).

Embeddings are also useful for representing categorical attributes
that can take on a large number of different values, especially when
there are complex similarities between values. For example, con!
sider professions, hobbies, dishes, species, brands, and so on.

You now have almost all the tools you need to implement a machine translation sys!
tem. Let’s look at this now.

An Encoder–Decoder Network for Machine Translation
Let’s take a look at a simple machine translation model10 that will translate English
sentences to French (see Figure 14-15).

Figure 14-15. A simple machine translation model

The English sentences are fed to the encoder, and the decoder outputs the French
translations. Note that the French translations are also used as inputs to the decoder,
but pushed back by one step. In other words, the decoder is given as input the word
that it should have output at the previous step (regardless of what it actually output).
For the very first word, it is given a token that represents the beginning of the sen!

Natural Language Processing | 407
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Figure 14-12. Deep RNN (le!), unrolled through time (right)

To implement a deep RNN in TensorFlow, you can create several cells and stack them
into a MultiRNNCell. In the following code we stack three identical cells (but you
could very well use various kinds of cells with a different number of neurons):

n_neurons = 100
n_layers = 3

basic_cell = tf.contrib.rnn.BasicRNNCell(num_units=n_neurons)
multi_layer_cell = tf.contrib.rnn.MultiRNNCell([basic_cell] * n_layers)
outputs, states = tf.nn.dynamic_rnn(multi_layer_cell, X, dtype=tf.float32)

That’s all there is to it! The states variable is a tuple containing one tensor per layer,
each representing the final state of that layer’s cell (with shape [batch_size, n_neu
rons]). If you set state_is_tuple=False when creating the MultiRNNCell, then
states becomes a single tensor containing the states from every layer, concatenated
along the column axis (i.e., its shape is [batch_size, n_layers * n_neurons]).
Note that before TensorFlow 0.11.0, this behavior was the default.

Distributing a Deep RNN Across Multiple GPUs
Chapter 12 pointed out that we can efficiently distribute deep RNNs across multiple
GPUs by pinning each layer to a different GPU (see Figure 12-16). However, if you
try to create each cell in a different device() block, it will not work:

with tf.device("/gpu:0"):  # BAD! This is ignored.
    layer1 = tf.contrib.rnn.BasicRNNCell(num_units=n_neurons)

with tf.device("/gpu:1"):  # BAD! Ignored again.
    layer2 = tf.contrib.rnn.BasicRNNCell(num_units=n_neurons)

This fails because a BasicRNNCell is a cell factory, not a cell per se (as mentioned ear!
lier); no cells get created when you create the factory, and thus no variables do either.
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,ƨțț ʌʚŗʚƨ

 컨베이어 벨트 같은 통로가 있어서, 정보가 전체 연결망을 그대로

흘러다닐 수 있음

 정보가 변경 없이 그대로 흘러다닐 수 있음

 ,ƨțț ʌʚŗʚƨ에 정보를 지우거나 더할 수 있음
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eŗʚƨ

 정보의 흐름을 제어하는 ǖŗʚƨ
 óǶǖȭɄǶƕ함수 !와 ɱɄǶȳʚ˝Ƕʌƨ ȭʯțʚǶɱțǶƉŗʚǶɄȳ으로 이루어져 있음

 óǶǖȭɄǶƕ의 출력에 따라

 ! = 0일 때, 흐름을 중단함

 ! = 1일 때, 흐름을 모두 통과
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bɄɼǖƨʚ ǖŗʚƨ țŗ˦ƨɼ

 ¶ʯʚɱʯʚ ɄǑ ʌǶǖȭɄǶƕ ǋʋ " [0, 1]

 ࣘ ƉɄȭɱțƨʚƨț˦ ȕƨƨɱ ʚǫǶʌ
 ࣘ ƉɄȭɱțƨʚƨț˦ ǖƨʚ ɼǶƕ ɄǑ ʚǫǶʌ

ࣩ
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yȳɱʯʚ ǖŗʚƨ țŗ˦ƨɼ

 어떤 새로운 정보를 입력시킬 지 결정

 입력 게이트는 어떤 값을 업데이트 할 지 결정

 i�M? 층은 새로운 값의 후보가 되는 벡터를 생성
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Ďɱƕŗʚƨ Ɖƨțț ʌʚŗʚƨ

 ,ƨțț ʌʚŗʚƨ가 업데이트 되어 다음 시간 스텝으로 넘어가는 과정

 동시에 새로운 ǫǶƕƕƨȳ ʌʚŗʚƨ를 출력하기 위해 i�M?로 전달됨
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Ďɱƕŗʚƨ Ɖƨțț ʌʚŗʚƨ

 현재의 Ɖƨțț ʌʚŗʚƨ중에서 출력 ǣ로 내보낼 값을 선택

 이 출력은 윗 층과 다음 시간 스텝으로 동시에 값을 보냄
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